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ABSTRACT Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a type of self-organizing networks with limited energy
supply and communication ability. One of the most crucial issues in WSNs is to use an energy-efﬁcient
routing protocol to prolong the network lifetime. We therefore propose the novel Energy-Efﬁcient Load
Balancing Ant-based Routing Algorithm (EBAR) for WSNs. EBAR adopts a pseudo-random route discovery
algorithm and an improved pheromone trail update scheme to balance the energy consumption of the sensor
nodes. It uses an efﬁcient heuristic update algorithm based on a greedy expected energy cost metric to
optimize the route establishment. Finally, in order to reduce the energy consumption caused by the control
overhead, EBAR utilizes an energy-based opportunistic broadcast scheme. We simulate WSNs in different
application scenarios to evaluate EBAR with respect to performance metrics such as energy consumption,
energy efﬁciency, and predicted network lifetime. The results of this comprehensive study show that EBAR
provides a signiﬁcant improvement in comparison to the state-of-the-art approaches EEABR, SensorAnt,
and IACO.
INDEX TERMS Ant colony optimization, energy efﬁciency, load balancing, routing algorithm, wireless
sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are self-managed network systems, which consist of numerous distributed sensor
nodes [1], [2]. The purpose of a WSN is either to monitor
the conditions, such as the temperature and humidity, of an
environment or to detect the motion of mobile targets, such as
wildlife or the spread of ﬁre [3], [4]. The nodes of WSNs usually have inherent limitations in terms of the available energy
supply as well as their computing and communication abilities. Energy-efﬁciency is therefore a very important feature
of a routing protocol for WSNs, needed to extend the network
lifetime and to improve the communication performance and
therefore receives much research attention.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Abderrezak Rachedi.
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Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [5]–[8] is a Swarm Intelligence based algorithm inspired by the foraging behavior
of ant colonies, which has distributed, self-organized and
positive-feedback characteristics. The basic idea behind the
ACO algorithm for routing is to use these very same characteristics to discover good routes from the source to the
destination nodes [9]. First, ACO-based routing protocols
were developed for wired networks [10] and then for ad-hoc
networks (MANETs) [11]. Zhang et al. [12] found that the
protocols available in literature [11], [13] were not suitable
for sensor networks and then presented a seminal framework
for ant-based WSN routing protocols. Chen et al. presented
the E-D ANTS [14] protocol, which aims to ﬁnd a path
with minimum energy consumption and to maximize the
network lifetime. We recently proposed a hierarchical Ant
Colony based Clustering Routing (ACCR) [15] protocol for
large-scale WSNs. Within ACCR, a clustering algorithm is
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applied to estimate the average energy consumption to further
improve the routing quality. We have continued our research
on this topic and here can contribute the following signiﬁcant
improvements:
1) A novel pseudo-random proportional routing discovery
algorithm is developed, which speeds up the algorithm
convergence while maintaining a balanced energy load.
This new algorithm combines the following three novel
components into one protocol.
2) An improved pheromone trail update method, based on
the energy levels of the sensor nodes and the lengths
of the paths between them, is proposed to prolong the
network lifetime.
3) An effective heuristic strategy is presented to greedily
reinforce routes with low energy cost in the route discovery phase based on an expected cost metric.
4) An opportunistic broadcast scheme is developed to
replace ﬂooding for transmitting control packets.
Consequently, the energy consumption is reduced
further.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art
of WSN routing protocols. In Section III, we introduce our
Energy-Efﬁcient Load Balancing Ant-based Routing Algorithm (EBAR). In Section IV, a comprehensive experimental
study is conducted to provide an in-depth analysis of the
performance of our approach. Finally, we conclude the paper
with a summary and an outlook on future work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK

The primary concern of routing algorithm design for WSNs is
energy efﬁciency to maximize the network lifetime. In order
to achieve this goal, it is more important to route the data
trafﬁc such that the energy consumption is balanced among
the nodes in proportion to their available energy instead of
minimizing the absolute consumed energy [16], [17]. Over
the past few years, several ACO-based routing algorithms
were proposed to satisfy the inherent limitations of WSNs
regarding available energy supply and both computing and
communication abilities. Generally, ant-based routing algorithms work in a distributed manner [18] where the sensor
nodes periodically release ‘‘forward ants’’ to discover possible routes toward a sink node pro-actively, which then send
back ‘‘backward ants’’ to update the route information.
The Energy-Efﬁcient Ant-Based Routing Algorithm
(EEABR) deﬁned in [19] is an improved version of Ant
Routing [12]. EEABR considers the energy factors of the
wireless sensor nodes on top of the ACO mechanism to
extend the network lifetime. It also applies a novel distancebased strategy during the pheromone updated triggered by
the backward ants. However, it does not consider the energy
balance of the entire network.
Sun et al. [20] introduce an improved heuristic function in
ACO and consider the distances and residual energy of the
nodes to ﬁnd the optimal path of data transmission. In [21],
a mechanism for WSN routing, which can be more effective
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regarding the criteria of route length, end-to-end delay, and
node energy, is presented. This method uses an ant colonybased routing algorithm and local inquiries to ﬁnd optimal
routes. Both of the above algorithms [20], [21] pay more
attention to the path length and residual energy whilst ignoring the effects of other energy statistics (e.g., average energy,
minimum energy), which could lead to an imbalance in the
energy dissipation of the entire network.
Okdem and Karaboga [22] present an ACO-based routing
protocol for WSNs consisting of stationary nodes. It provides an effective multi-path data transmission method to
achieve reliable communication in the case of node faults,
while considering the energy levels of the nodes. However,
the algorithm assumes that the network is static and cannot
be applied in scenarios with multiple sink nodes.
Saleh et al. [23] propose a self-optimizing algorithm
(SensorAnt) using ACO to discover the best route to achieve
balanced energy consumption. This method uses several routing metrics including the residual energy, the number of
hops, and the average energy of the nodes on the route and
in the whole network. SensorAnt improves the performance
compared to EEABR in terms of energy efﬁciency. However,
it requires a signiﬁcant amount of overhead energy for its
operation. This energy consumption can be considered as
waste and has a signiﬁcant impact on overall performance of
the network.
Gurav and Nene [24] utilize centralized processing and
propose an ACO approach for optimal route discovery. After
deﬁning the network topology, the sink nodes search the
optimal path using ACO, and then sensor nodes use that
path to communicate with each other. However, this scheme
requires prior knowledge of the entire network topology.
A different approach to data aggregation was proposed by
Weise et al. [25], [26], who attempted to synthesize efﬁcient
distributed aggregation formulas via Genetic Programming,
which should lead to fast convergence and hence fewer
messages. This approach did not consider energy efﬁciently
directly but hoped to improve it indirectly.
Recently, combinations of ACO-based routing algorithms
and other optimization algorithms have been proposed in
order to overcome issues such as the loop problem and uneven
network clustering. The routing technique proposed in [27]
combines an Artiﬁcial Immune System (AIS) and ACO, with
the goal to balance energy dissipation to maximize network
lifetime. The proposed protocol utilizes ACO to discovery
the optimum path from the sensor nodes to the sink and
uses the AIS to solve the packet loop problem and to control
route direction. Ghosh et al. [28] proposed a cluster-based
and chain-based routing algorithm (FCM-ACO) to improve
the data fusion performance and extend the network lifetime. Under FCM-ACO, Fuzzy C Means clustering [29] is
used to divide the network into several clusters. The cluster heads are then linked together in a near-optimal chain
formed by ACO. CB-RACO [30] combines ACO with the
computationally cheap and distributed community detection
technique Label Propagation (LP). LP creates communities
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TABLE 1. Comparison of Swarm Intelligence (SI) based routing protocols for WSNs.

in WSNs and balances the energy consumption by routing data inside communities through swarm intelligence.
Kaur and Mahajan [31] proposed an ACO-PSO hybrid routing algorithm to improve the data distribution in an energy
efﬁciency way. The algorithm ﬁrst clusters the nodes based
on their remaining energy, then the hybrid ACO-PSO based
data aggregation will improve the inter-cluster data aggregation further. Moreover, fusing the information of several sensing sources can be very beneﬁcial to enhance the efﬁciency
of the routing algorithm [32], [33]. As a result, decision
fusion strategies based on swarm intelligence techniques [2],
[34], [35] have been designed to address energy consumption
problems. We summarize the limitations of the algorithms
most closely related to our approach in Table 1.
Essentially, the design of an ant-based routing algorithm lies in the probabilistic strategy of routing discovery,
the update of the pheromone trail, and the heuristic function. The algorithms previously discussed are all focused
on the improvement of the latter two components, i.e., the
metaheuristic part of the protocol. They introduce energyrelated or other application-speciﬁed factors into the positive
feedback mechanism of ACO. In doing so, they guide ants
to follow the more attractive paths to the sink node, then
ﬁnd a near-optimal route. These algorithms have proven to
be effective and efﬁcient for WSNs [18], [36], [37].
However, in the early stages of route discovery, it is difﬁcult for ants to ﬁnd a good path to the sink node quickly.
Especially in large-scale WSNs with a topology of high density, it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a satisfactory feasible path from a
large number of chaotically emerging paths in a short period
of time. Furthermore, at the beginning of the path search,
the pheromones are initialized to a low uniform value. The
probability distributions will not be updated until the ﬁrst ant
arrives at the sink and traverses back to the source. Hence,
the ants do not receive guidance during that phase, so they
may end up constructing (and reinforcing) low-quality paths.
In our research, we found no ant-based routing algorithm
which properly addresses these important issues.
Applying a heuristic routing mechanism raises the question
for convergence, i.e., whether the algorithm will actually
produce a stable route and whether this route will be optimal
with respect to the performance metrics. Extensive research
work has been invested on the analysis of the ACO heuristic
on static problems [38]–[41]. The domain of routing in WSNs
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itself is much less tractable for theoretical analysis, since
it poses a dynamic problem: the energy of the nodes and
the topology of the network change while the routing is
ongoing. To the best of our knowledge, no work has thus been
contributed on this topic.
Recently, Lissovoi and Witt [42], [43] investigated the
convergence of ACO on dynamic path ﬁnding problems and
proved that appropriate parameters can enhance the global
route discovery ability of the algorithm and improve the
convergence speed considerably. However, these parameters
setting depend strongly on the available computation time
and the scale of the problem (e.g., the scale of the network).
In summary, while no theoretical results for heuristic routing
in (dynamic) WSNs are available, good convergence behavior
has been proven for ACO, the basis of our work, even in
dynamic scenarios.
In this paper, we introduce a novel probabilistic route
discovery procedure, an improved global pheromone update
scheme, and an innovative local heuristic strategy. We
present an Energy-Efﬁcient Load Balancing Ant-based Routing Algorithm (EBAR) for Wireless Sensor Networks which
overcomes the limitations of the existing approaches.
III. PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
A. NETWORK MODEL

In this paper, we describe WSNs as undirected weighted
graphs. The vertices are the sensor nodes (including the sink)
and are denoted by positive integer numbers. If two sensor
nodes are in communication range, they are connected by an
edge. A source node periodically collects the sensing data
from its surroundings and sends the data to the next hop until
the it reaches the sink node. The goal is to ﬁnd an energyefﬁcient route such that the energy consumption is balanced
and the lifetime of the network is prolonged. We assume
that:
1) All nodes are isomorphic, i.e., each node is equipped
with the same energy, computing power and storage
memory.
2) Links are symmetric. If the node’s transmitting power
is known, nodes can calculate the approximate distance
of senders according to the Received Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI).
3) Depending on the recipient’s distance, the node can
adjust its transmitter power level.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 2. Overview of the notation (alphabetically sorted), containing the control parameters either of standard ACO or our protocol as well as state
variables and where they are used.

4) We use the First Radio Model [44] as energy consumption model. In this model, the radio consumes
a certain amount of energy to run the transmitter or receiver circuitry and the energy loss due to
channel transmission depends on the transmission
distance.
Based on these assumptions, the transmitter power level can
be adjusted to use the minimum energy required to reach the
intended next hop receiver. Thus, the energy consumption per
unit information transmission depends on the choice of the
next hop node, i.e., the selected route. An overview of the
notation used in the further text is given in Table 2.
B. THE PROTOCOL OVERVIEW

Informally, our improved Energy-Efﬁcient Load Balancing
Ant-based Routing Algorithm (EBAR), works as
follows:
1) At the beginning of the route discovery phase, the local
heuristic update procedure in Section III-D is launched
to update the expected energy cost greedily.
2) At variable intervals, a forward ant is launched from the
source node toward the sink node.
3) Each forward ant generates a route by choosing the next
node according to a probabilistic state transition rule
according to (1) and (2) in Section III-C.
4) Once the forward ant reaches the sink node, a backward
ant is created, which moves back along the route that
the forward ant had previously traversed.
5) The backward ant will modify the amount of
pheromone on its path by applying the pheromone
VOLUME 7, 2019

Algorithm 1 ACO-based Routing Pseudocode
1: Initialization of network and parameters
2: update the local heuristic value (Algorithm 3)
3: while ¬ termination conditions do
4:
forward ant is released to search route towards sink
node and collects and updates statistic along the route
(Algorithm 2)
5:
backward ant returns and updates pheromone trails
(Algorithm 4)
6: end while

updating rule according to (7), (8), and (9) in
Section III-E.
6) Once a backward ant arrives at the source node, the next
iteration will begin after a speciﬁed interval.
This process of our routing algorithm can be summarized
brieﬂy as Algorithm 1 and its details are described in the
following sections.
C. ROUTE DISCOVERY

The ﬁrst novelty introduced in our algorithm is a probabilistic
route discovery scheme based on the original Ant Colony
System (ACS) [5] approach. When traveling towards a sink
node, a forward ant located at node i will choose its next hop j
at variable intervals according to (1).
(
β
arg maxr∈Ni {τirα · ηir }
if q ≤ q0 (exploitation)
(1)
j=
draw j according to pij otherwise (exploration)
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Algorithm 2 Route Discovery Pseudocode
1: forward ants are released from source nodes to sink node
2: while sink node is not reached do
3:
update statistic and visited node list
4:
sample a random number 0 ≤ q ≤ 1
5:
if q ≤ q0 then
6:
select the best link according to (1)
7:
else
8:
select the next hop node according to (2)
9:
end if
10: end while

Here, α and β are two parameters that control the relative
importance of the global pheromone trail τij and the local
heuristic desirability ηij of link (i, j), respectively. pij is a
probability distribution given in (2).
We initialize τ to values drawn uniformly randomly from
the range (0, 1), i.e., to small, non-zero values for the start
of the route discovery. η is calculated by Algorithm 3 before
the route discovery procedure. Ni is the set of neighbours of
node i, i.e., the set of nodes within the communication radius
of sensor node i. q is a random number uniformly distributed
in [0, 1] and q0 ∈ [0, 1] is a control parameter tuning between
route exploitation and exploration. In an exploration step, j
becomes a random variable following the probability distribution pij given in (2).

β
τijα · ηij


if j ∈ Ni and j ∈
/M
α · ηβ
pij = P
(2)
τ

r∈N
ir
ir
i

0
otherwise

Here, M is the list of nodes that the forward ant has already
visited, which it carries along its path and pij is computed as
the normalized sum of the product of the pheromone τij with
the heuristic value ηij . This allows us to take into account the
state of the link by making ηij a function of the energy of the
nodes i and j. The pheromone update method and the heuristic
value are described in Sections III-E and III-D, respectively.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the structure of the routing discovery
procedure. According to this method, a forward ant will either
select the optimal neighbour node (exploitation) or a random
one (exploration) as next hop. In (1), exploitation implies
that the forward ant has the ability to utilize a priori and
accumulated knowledge, while exploration means that the ant
will pay more attention to exploring new paths toward a sink
node. This allows for a learning process and increases the
convergence speed for the route discovery in order to achieve
a better path in early route discovery phases.
The parameter q0 controls the balance between the routing
discovery experience gathered so far and the exploration
of unvisited links. It can be adapted depending on routing
statistics. For instance, it can be increased to bias for route
exploitation in the initial phase and decreased in order to
favor route exploration. In order to automatically tune from
exploitation in the early phase towards more exploration at
113186

the later stage of the route discovery, we deﬁne the control
parameter q0 as follows.
q0 = e−λk with k ≥ 0 and λ ∈ [0, 1)

(3)

Here, λ is a constant and k is the zero-based index of the
current route discovery iteration. This way, the control coefﬁcient for exploitation and exploration will change over time.
The larger k is, the smaller q0 will be, allowing for exploitation at the beginning. This will speed up the convergence
rate at the initial phase in order to quickly ﬁnd a good route
while, at the same time, avoiding converging too fast to a local
optimum.
D. LOCAL HEURISTIC UPDATE

In the ACO framework, heuristic values represent a priori
information about the problem or run-time information provided by a source different from the ants [5]. The heuristic
information is usually deﬁned as a function of the residual
energy or the average energy of neighbor nodes in ant-based
routing [3], [18], [36], [45]. Making routing decisions on
these functions aims to increase the energy efﬁciency of the
WSNs
At the very beginning of the route discovery phase,
the pheromones are usually initialized to a very small constant
value or to random values of low variance. The heuristic
values ηij will thus dominate the routing decision making
process deﬁned in (1) and (2). If the simple features from [3],
[18], [36], [45] are used as heuristics by the forward ant, this
may result in an overall bad path quality [46].
We use a greedy expected energy cost approach as heuristic
function, which enables the forward ant to build reasonably
effective paths from the very beginning. Based on the approximated energy cost Eij to send a message from node i to
a neighboring node j ∈ Ni , we can also approximate the
expected energy cost Eijd required by i to transmit a unit of
data to a sink node d through j.
Then, we can deﬁne the heuristic value ηij as the minimum
expected energy cost in an observation window:
1
= Eijd = Eij + min{Ejkd }
k∈Nj
ηij

(4)

The expected energy cost Eijd from the current node to the sink
is 0 if it is sink node, otherwise, the cost is obtained using a
greedy manner by (4).
Based on the assumptions and energy consumption model
in Section III-A, we broadcast the expected energy cost from
the sink node to the source node. This can be achieved by
ﬂooding, but this would cause additional control overhead,
network congestion, and extra energy consumption, particularly in a large-scale network.
In order to reduce the impact of the control overhead on
performance, we adopt the opportunistic broadcast algorithm
presented in our previous work [46]. In this method, a sensor
node uses an opportunistic strategy to select a single next
node to re-broadcast the energy-related information. We give
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Algorithm 3 Local Heuristic Update Pseudocode
1: while ¬ termination conditions do
2:
if sink node then
3:
expected energy cost Eijd equals 0
4:
broadcast Eijd
5:
else
6:
update Eijd , local heuristic value according to (4)
7:
re-broadcast Eijd according to (5) and (6)
8:
end if
9: end while

Algorithm 4 Global Pheromone Update Pseudocode
1: calculate the amount of pheromone value 1τ according
to (7)
2: sink node creates backward ant toward source node
3: while source node is not reached at each node i receiving
the backward ant do
4:
select the next hop following the reverse path
5:
calculates the pheromone increment 1τij according
to (9)
6:
updates the pheromone trail τij (i.e., its routing table)
according to (8)
7: end while

a goodness function to measure the link quality Cij between
node i and its neighbour node j.
Ei − Emin
Cij =
,
Emax − Emin

j ∈ Ni

(5)

Here, Emin and Emax are the minimum and maximum residual
energy over the complete neighborhood of node i.
When node i receives a broadcast packet, one of the neighbour nodes j will be selected according to distribution b given
below to re-broadcast the packet.
bij = P

Cij

k∈Ni

Cik

(6)

Thus, the opportunistic scheme may select different nodes
at each time to re-broadcast the control message instead of
ﬂooding. The process of local heuristic update is brieﬂy
summarized in Algorithm 3.
E. GLOBAL PHEROMONE UPDATE

A global pheromone update procedure will be applied
when the forward ant arrives at the sink node. The global
pheromone includes information about the routes taken by
the forward ants. After arriving at the sink node, the forward
ant will be converted into a backward ant. The backward ant
inherits all the statistic information about the route gathered
by the forward ant, including path length, energy levels,
and the visited node list M . The sink node calculates the
amount 1τ of pheromone value attached to this path according to the route statistics as follows:
1τ =

Emin · Eavg
eEinit · Fant

(7)

Emin , Eavg and Einit represent the minimum residual energy,
average residual energy and initial energy in the discovered
path respectively, Fant denotes the length of the path, and the
exponential function is applied to Einit to bring 1τ into the
right scale. The backward ant carries 1τ at the start of its
journey following the reverse path. Each node in the path
then updates the global pheromone trail, i.e., the routing table,
according to (8).
τij = (1 − ρ) · τij + ρ · 1τij

(8)

Here, ρ ∈ (0, 1) is the pheromone evaporation coefﬁcient
and 1 − ρ hence is the pheromone residue factor. 1τij is the
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increment of pheromone value attached to the link (i, j). It is
computed at a node i according to:

Ej
ξ ·
· 1τ if i, j ∈ M
Einit · Bant
(9)
1τij =

0
otherwise

Here, ξ ∈ (0, 1) is a control coefﬁcient, which scales 1τij
to the interval (0, 1). Ej is the residual energy of node j from
which the backward ant came. Bant denotes the path length
from a sink node to the current node i. The pheromone value
is thus a function of both the energy levels and the length of
the path. As a result:
1) Shorter Paths (less hops) will get a larger pheromone
increment.
2) If the minimum energy level is high, this means the
weakest node on the path has more energy. Hence,
we actually can (and will) route more trafﬁc over this
path.
3) A path with higher average energy will attract more
data ﬂow.
4) The closer a node is to the sink, the more pheromones
are obtained.
The process of global pheromone update by the backward ant
is summarized as Algorithm 4.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithms based on a comprehensive set of experiments.
Among the related works, SensorAnt [23] and EEABR [19]
are the most representative algorithms, which have common features of energy efﬁcient routing protocols. Moreover, the algorithm given in [20], here named IACO, is a
recent addition to the state-of-the-art. We therefore choose
these algorithms for comparison to evaluate the performance
of our proposed method. In addition, in order to assess
the performance of the route discovery scheme in the proposed routing algorithm, we test two variants of EBAR,
namely EBAR-R and EBAR-P. In EBAR-R, we just adopt the
random-proportional rule from (2) to discover routes, while
in EBAR-P, we adopt the pseudo-random-proportional rule
given in (1) and (2). This allows us to evaluate whether the
pseudo-random proportional rule inspired by ACS can further
113187
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improve the energy efﬁciency. For the experiments, we developed a simulation environment on the basis of NS-2 [47], [48]
(Version 2.35).
A. EVALUATION METRICS

We use the following performance metrics to evaluate the
results obtained from our simulations:
The Energy Consumption is the sum of the consumed
energy of all the sensor nodes in the network during the period
of the experiment in Joules (J). We estimate the node energy
consumption based on the energy model proposed in [44].
The Throughput of the network is the sum of the throughput from all destinations. The throughput of a destination is
the number of messages it receives per second.
The Control Overhead is the number of control messages divided by the total amount of messages that have
been transmitted. The control packets in our algorithm are
the broadcast messages from Section III-D as well as the
forward and backward ants from Section III-C. Control
overhead can cause network congestion and extra energy
dissipation.
The Energy Efficiency denotes the ratio between the total
size of the non-overhead data packet received by the sink node
and the total energy consumed in network (Kbits/J). A routing
algorithm with high Energy Efﬁciency transmits more sensor
data per consumed energy unit.
The Energy Standard Deviation is the average variance
between energy consumed on all nodes. It describes the
energy consumption distribution of the networks. A low standard deviation indicates that the nodes tend to consume the
same amount of energy, while a higher standard deviation
indicates that the communication load is unevenly distributed
among the nodes. An energy-efﬁcient protocol should not just
reduce the overall energy consumption, but also avoid overly
depleting the battery of some speciﬁc nodes. With the Energy
Standard Deviation, we can measure how good a protocol is
in maintaining an overall balanced energy distribution in a
network.
The Network Lifetime Prediction is deﬁned as the difference of the total initial energy E of the network and the sum
of the average µ̄ of the consumed energy µ of the nodes and
the standard deviation σ of their energy levels:
Lifetime Prediction = E − (µ̄ + σ )

(10)

The basic motivation behind this deﬁnition is that an algorithm should try to maximize the average remaining energy
levels of nodes with a minimal standard deviation.
The Route Setup Time represents the time spent by a
protocol to discover the initial effective routes from source
nodes to sink nodes. It is used to measure the time until the
ﬁrst effective route is discovered.
We design a series of dynamic networks of different sizes
to analyze these metrics and to evaluate the performance of
route discovery scheme and local heuristic update strategy of
our proposed routing algorithm.
113188

B. SIMULATION MODEL AND PARAMETERS

To better understand the difference between the routing algorithms in our experiment, we evaluated each algorithm using
the same two typical applications of WSNs mentioned at
the beginning of our introduction: data collection and target
tracking. For simplicity, we consider data collection in a
static network, while target tracking takes place in a dynamic
network. In each scenario, the nodes are all equipped with
the same radio device and transmission power, resulting in
symmetric links between them, and they are unaware about
their location coordinates.
In the data collection application, all sensor nodes are
randomly deployed to monitor a static event source, collect
the relevant sensor data, and then transfer them to the sink
node periodically. All nodes, including the sink node, are
ﬁxed and the topology of the network does not change in any
signiﬁcant way.
In the target tracking application, a sensor node in the
vicinity of a moving target generates a sequence of events.
As the target moves out of the range of that node, the node
stops generating the events and another node takes over.
Here, we assume that the source node moves randomly in
the monitored area. Hence, paths may break and need to be
replaced by new paths so that the event information can be
delivered.
In both static and dynamic scenarios, there is one sink
node, and its location is ﬁxed. Table 3 lists the simulation
parameters. In both scenarios, 100 sensor nodes are randomly
placed in a square area of size 1000 m2 . Without loss of
generality, the sink node is deployed in the corner of the area
in order to have longer paths. The data trafﬁc is generated by
30 constant bit rate (CBR) sources, each sending one 64-byte
packet per second. In the MAC layer, we adopt the popular
IEEE 802.11 protocol suite [49]. Since the parameters in
ACO greatly inﬂuence the performance of the algorithms,
we apply the best practice from [10] and we set the values 1,
5, and 0.5 for α, β, and ρ, respectively. We set the constant λ
from (3) to 0.1 and the control coefﬁcient ξ from (9) to 0.9.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS

All results for the static and dynamic network are summarized
by Tables 4 and 5, respectively. In the static network, there
is one sink node and the other sensor nodes collect sensing
data. In the dynamic network, 10% of the mobile source nodes
detect moving events and send the data to the single sink node.
The results show the superiority of EBAR-P with regard to
other protocols in all scenarios.
1) ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Figures 1a and 1b present the overall results with respect
to the average energy consumption in the static data collection application and the dynamic target tracking application, respectively. It is clear that sensor nodes consume
more energy as the simulation time progresses regardless
of the routing protocol used. The results show the EBAR-P
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TABLE 3. Simulation Parameters.

TABLE 4. Results for the static network with 100 nodes (best result highlighted in bold face).

TABLE 5. Results for the dynamic network with 100 nodes (best result highlighted in bold face).

FIGURE 1. Comparison of average energy consumption (J) of the network running different routing algorithms.
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of throughput of the network running different routing algorithms.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of control packet overhead of the network running different routing algorithms.

performs better than other protocols, which means it will
consume the least energy during the both application scenarios. In the dynamic network, IACO can outperform EBAR-R,
while EBAR-P remains surperior. One reason for the slightly
worse performance of EBAR-R here may be that it adopts
random proportional route discovery in (2), and as such dissipates more energy in the route exploration procedure.
In the static network application, the Energy Consumption
of EBAR-P is reduced by approximately 7.5% compared
to EBAR-R, 37.8% to EEABR, 41.4% to SensorAnt and
22.2% to IACO. In the dynamic application, the reductions
are 20.1%, 29.6%, 36.2%, and 8.2%, respectively.
2) THROUGHPUT

Figure 2 demonstrates the impact of the proposed algorithms
on the average throughput in the static network (Figure 2a)
and the dynamic network (Figure 2b). The results obtained
show that EBAR-P and EBAR-R have better performance
than the other three protocols. In the initial stages of both
application scenarios, due to the probabilistic route discovery,
the throughput is low. Moreover, the First Route Setup Times
113190

of the EBAR protocols are better than for the other protocols
(see Tables 4, 5 and Figure 7 later on), giving them an early
advantage in throughput.
One may notice that the throughput tends to stabilize after
a while. Our EBAR algorithms prefer routes with high energy
levels and fewer hops according to Section III-E. Hence the
source node can effectively transmit more sensing data to
sink node. In addition, due to the opportunistic broadcast
scheme from Section III-D, there are fewer control packets
in EBAR-P and EBAR-R compared to the other protocols.
Therefore, more of the limited bandwidth remains for the
packets with the actual sensor data. The number of packets
transmitted through EBAR-P is approximately 209% of the
packets transmitted through EEABR, 155% of SensorAnt,
and 213% of IACO in a static network application.
3) CONTROL OVERHEAD

High control packet overhead can cause network congestion
and extra energy consumption. The routing control overhead
of the different protocols in our study is illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3a shows that the control overhead results of EBAR-P
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of energy efficiency of the network running different routing algorithms.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of energy standard deviation of the network running different routing algorithms.

and EBAR-R are highly similar and always lower than those
of other routing algorithm in the static network. Our proposed
routing algorithm uses an opportunistic strategy to select a
single node to re-broadcast control message instead of ﬂooding. Due to this opportunistic broadcast scheme deﬁned (5)
and (6), the control packet overhead of our EBAR algorithm
is reduced in average by approximately 24% compared to
EEABR, 24% to SensorAnt and 20% to IACO.
The overhead of EBAR-R exhibits some very small ﬂuctuations in the dynamic network. The reason is that the
movement and change of sensor nodes lead to more collisions. In general, the control packet overhead observed in
both EBAR-P and EBAR-R is less than that observed in
EEABR, IACO, and SensorAnt. Correspondingly, a lower
energy consumption can be expected, which we have already
seen in Figure 1.

from the energy consumption, throughput, and overhead metrics, EBAR-P and EBAR-R can indeed deliver more sensing
data to the sink node at the same energy consumption. Specifically, in the static network application, the Energy Efﬁciency
in EBAR-P is approximately 2 times better than EEABR,
1.2 times better than SensorAnt and 0.3 times better than
IACO, while the improvements are 5, 4.3 and 0.4, respectively in a dynamic application.
In both scenarios, EBAR-P demonstrates better Energy
Efﬁciency over EBAR-R. Indeed, one of primary advantages
of the EBAR-P is to transmit more valid sensing data with
a small amount of energy. Therefore, the results support the
claim that energy efﬁciency may be enhanced when using
the pseudo random route discovery scheme, improved global
pheromone and local heuristic update with a greedy expected
energy cost as given in (4).

4) ENERGY EFFICIENCY

5) ENERGY STANDARD DEVIATION

Figure 4 reports the energy efﬁciency of routing protocols.
EBAR-P and EBAR-R present a signiﬁcant improvement
over other compared protocols. As we can already assume

The energy standard deviation indicates the average variance of the energy consumed on all nodes in the network.
An energy-efﬁcient routing algorithm should maximize the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of normalized network lifetime prediction running different routing algorithms.

average remaining energy levels of the nodes but with a
small standard deviation so as to prolong the network lifetime. In Figure 5, we can see that, in terms of the the
energy standard deviation, EBAR-R performs well in both the
static and dynamic scenario. Although EBAR-P and EBAR-R
both incorporate an energy-related factor in pheromone and
heuristic update ((7), (8), (9), and (4)), they use different rules
in the route discovery procedure. In EBAR-P, the forward ant
prefers selecting the route with maximum weight τ · η in the
initial phase according to the pseudo random selection given
in (1). EBAR-R utilizes the random probability selection
from (2), where the forward ant has a higher probability
of choosing a path which looks better in terms of both the
pheromone trail and heuristic value, instead of selecting the
maximum weight. This helps to balance the consumption of
energy in the network and avoids a rapid deterioration of the
optimal path. This is why EBAR-R is superior to EBAR-P
with respect to the energy standard deviation.
The pseudo random selection in EBAR-P, on the other
hand, is more suitable for rapid establishment of a ﬁrst effective route to the sink node. In order to limit the impact of
this scheme on the energy standard deviation, we deﬁne the
control coefﬁcient in (3) to constrain the exploitation ability
and avoid a fast local convergence in the route discovery
procedure.
6) NETWORK LIFETIME PREDICTION

Based on Figures 1 and 5, we can already conclude that
EEABR and SensorAnt have lower expectation in term of network lifetime than EBAR-P and EBAR-R. Figure 6 illustrates
the normalized network lifetime prediction of these routing
algorithms. Under EBAR-P it is improved by approximately
31% compared to EEABR, 17% to SensorAnt, 20% to IACO
in the data collection application, while enhanced by 3.5%
compared to EEABR, 8.7% to SensorAnt, 3.6% to IACO
in the target tracking application. The results imply that the
performance improvement of EBAR-P in a static network is
even more saliently better than in dynamic network.
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FIGURE 7. Impact of network scale on First Route Setup Time in dynamic
network.

It is noteworthy that EBAR-R does not demonstrate better
predicted lifetime than EBAR-P, although it achieves the lowest energy standard deviation. The reason is that the average
energy consumption has a signiﬁcant impact on the network
lifetime. As seen in Figure 1, EBAR-P consumes the least
amount of energy in these routing algorithms.
7) ROUTE SETUP TIME

The Route Setup Time represents the time that passes until
the ﬁrst effective route to the sink node is established. We
utilize this metric to measure the impact of the pseudo random
route discovery algorithm and the heuristic strategy based
on greedy expected energy cost in our proposed routing
algorithm.
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of Route Setup Time
both in the static and dynamic network with 100 sensor
nodes, respectively. In both cases, EBAR-P and EBAR-R
can discover an effective route in a shorter period of time
than the other simulated routing algorithms. This difference
becomes most salient in the dynamic case. The reason of
this performance gap is that our heuristic strategy guides the
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 8. Impact of control parameter λ on First Route Setup Time, Energy Efficiency and Energy Standard Deviation in dynamic network.

artiﬁcial ant to travel trough the link with lowest expected
energy cost, so it ﬁnds the sink node faster in the network initialization phase, where there is no pheromone prompt. There
is no signiﬁcant difference between EBAR-P and EBAR-R
with respect to the Route Setup Time. To further assess the
difference, we simulate the proposed routing algorithms for
different network densities by letting the number of nodes
range from 100 to 500. Here, we only consider the dynamic
network.
Figure 7 illustrates the impact of the network scale on this
performance metric. The setup time of EBAR-P is always less
than that of EBAR-R and with increasing network scale, this
difference becomes more apparent. Speciﬁcally, an improvement of 85% is obtained compared with EBAR-R when
the network has 500 sensor nodes. We have thus conﬁrmed
in Figure 7 that the pseudo random routing discovery algorithm can speed up the convergence rate of routing, especially
in a large-scale network.
D. IMPACT OF PARAMETER ON PERFORMANCE

Our routing discovery mechanism has several parameters,
as shown in Table 2. α and β from (1) and (2) are two parameters to control the relative importance of the pheromone
and heuristic value. ρ from (8) is the pheromone evaporation
coefﬁcient. We use ξ to scale the increment of pheromone
value in (9). Furthermore, we introduce λ in (3) to tune q0
in (1) in the pseudo-random-proportional route discovery rule
to balance exploitation to exploration in the routing discovery
procedure.
These parameters have an important impact on the performance of the proposed ant-based routing algorithm. α,
β and ρ are derived from best practices for ACO. As suggested in [10], [11], [20], [23], we set them to 1, 5, and 0.5,
respectively. The study of the impact of various parameters
on the behavior of ACO algorithms has been an important
subject [5], [6], [50].
In EBAR, we ﬁrst proposed a pseudo-random proportional
routing discovery algorithm to speed up the routing algorithm convergence, which is discussed in Section III-C. Here,
the control parameter q0 ∈ [0, 1] has a signiﬁcant impact
on the route selection. A larger value of q0 indicates that
the routing algorithm relies more on exploitation, while a
smaller q0 emphasizes on exploration.
VOLUME 7, 2019

To evaluate the impact of q0 and λ on the performance of
the routing algorithm, we leave α, β and ρ at their default
settings, and vary λ from 0 to 0.30 with step of 0.05. We only
consider the dynamic network with 500 sensor nodes running
the EBAR-P variant.
Figure 8 demonstrates the impact of the control parameter λ in (3) on the First Route Setup Time, Energy Efﬁciency
and Energy Standard Deviation. We start our investigation
with λ = 0, which leads to q0 = 1, i.e., forces the algorithm to always pick the node with the best heuristic value
and follow the route with the lowest energy requirement. In
scenarios on the other end of the scale, with λ > 0.25, q0 will
approach zero quickly. These settings strongly favor exploration over exploitation and the algorithm behaves similar
EBAR-R, from which we know that it is outperformed by
our EBAR-P.
The time to ﬁnd the ﬁrst effective path to the sink node
is gradually increasing as λ becomes larger (Figure 8a). For
small values of λ, q0 will approach 0 very slowly, so that
forward ants will more often greedily pick the node with
lowest energy requirement for routing, which tends to be
closer to the sink according to (1). Hence they are likely to
establish the ﬁrst effective route quickly. When λ is greater
than 0.25, the setup time change is not signiﬁcantly anymore.
This complies with our ﬁndings in Figure 7, where EBAR-P
is faster than EBAR-R.
Figure 8b shows that smaller values of λ result in better
Energy Efﬁciency. This is partly due to the algorithm’s ability
to establish an effective path faster, hence it can transmit more
sensor data in a limited simulation runtime. Here, the settings
with λ ∈ {0, 0.05} perform even slightly better than those
with our default value λ = 0.1. These slight gains in (mean)
Energy Efﬁciency, however, come at a high cost: the Energy
Standard Deviation (Figure 8c) increases very signiﬁcantly.
In other words, a protocol that constructs routes only greedily
is not robust and likely to converge to a locally optimal
solution. Our default setting with λ = 0.1 presents a good
trade-off, as it offers a much smaller Energy Standard Deviation at a minimally decreased Energy Efﬁciency, i.e., is both
efﬁcient and robust. Nevertheless, the performance indicators
behave well over the range of reasonable control parameter settings and degenerate gracefully if bad settings are
picked.
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V. CONCLUSION

WSNs are used in many application areas such as data collection and target tracking. Due to resource limitations of
sensor nodes, it is necessary to design an energy-efﬁcient
routing algorithm. In this paper, we presented an in-depth
study of energy-efﬁcient routing for WSNs and propose the
novel energy-efﬁcient load balancing ant-based routing protocol (EBAR). The goals of EBAR are to balance the energy
consumption, prolong the network lifetime, and to speed up
the convergence of route discovery under the constraints of
the limited energy supply. In the design of EBAR, we adopt a
pseudo random algorithm to discover routes, which not only
accelerates the search of an effective route, but also considers the balance of energy consumption. In the pheromone
trail update procedure, we now also consider energy levels
and path length information, with the result of prolonging
the network lifetime. Furthermore, we presented an effective heuristic strategy based on the greedy expected energy
cost, which further speeds up the initial route establishment.
Finally, in order to reduce the impact of control overhead
on the overall performance, an energy-based opportunistic
broadcast scheme is adopted.
Our extensive experimental study based on simulations
shows that EBAR has better performance in comparison
to the state-of-the-art protocols, EEABR, SensorAnt, and
IACO, according to all relevant metrics. We are in the process
of implementing the proposed algorithm on a physical testbed
to study the impact of varying real-world conditions on the
performance of these algorithms. These practical results will
then be used to adjust and ﬁne-tune the simulation scenarios,
which, in turn, can then be used to quickly and efﬁciently
develop even better routing protocols.
As we described in Section III-A, we assume that the
routing algorithm runs under an ideal condition, i.e., all
nodes are isomorphic and the links are symmetric. An interesting direction that we will pursue in our future work is
adapting our EBAR algorithm to heterogeneous networks,
where these conditions may not hold. If the links are nonsymmetric, the predicted energy cost Eij for sending a message from node i to j may be different from Eji . In this case,
the pheromone trail η and heuristic value τ in (1) and (2) have
to be deﬁned for both directions. If the nodes may differ in
hardware, it is necessary to normalize the remaining energy
metric in (4), (5), and (9) with the energy consumption and
battery capacity. We will generalize EBAR along these lines
and verify the new algorithm experimentally.
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